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Does YourLaptop Get Carsick?

Braatpaq, Inc has implemented a safer way to use your laptop computer for mobile
entertainment.

(PRWEB) October 18, 2004 -- While it is common to see laptop computers being used for mobile entertainment
in vehicles, users have no way of properly securing it while in use to prevent any damage to it. In spite of it's
name, the lap is not the best place to poistion a laptop computer while driving.Braatpaq, Inc has a bag specially
designed to secure the laptop in a vehicle. The Braatpaq bag looks like a traditional laptop carrying case and
can be used as one. In addition however, it has extra straps that allow it to be mounted over vehicles front seat
headrests. When mounted in the vehicle, the laptop can be positioned in it with only the screen extending
outside of the bag, allowing movies to be watched and games to be played. Inner straps secure the laptop while
it is in use. The bag is designed to fit in most vehicles , from compacts to minivans to SUVs. This prevents
laptops from being passed from lap to lap.

This idea, which was conceived by the President of Braatpaq, Inc and mother of two boys, has been embraced
by families that take long road trips. "I feel very excited that I am able to offer families extra peace of mind
during road trips," she reports. "After strapping my kids in their seats, I give my laptop it's own very special
seatbelt."

The Braatpaq bags are currently being offered at www.braatpaq.com. Questions can be sent to
sales@braatpaq.com.
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Contact Information
YvonneApronti
Braatpaq, Inc
http://www.braatpaq.com
866-692-7228

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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